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1 Introduction

John M. Keller's ARCS motivation model has been used as a framework for improving
teaching strategy and making courses more appealing. It is useful if we have an evaluation
sheet based on ARCS model as we can see sufficient and insufficient aspects of a course
clearly. However, such a sheet has been developed only for a particular class or
courseware, and we have never had a sheet for a general purpose. The objectives of this
study were to make a preliminary version of the evaluation sheet and to analyze the
structure of evaluation for comparing the presumed structure of motivation based on
ARCS model.

　

2 Method

A questionnaire to evaluate an instructional unit/material was developed based on ARCS
motivation model. It consisted of 34 items using 5-point Likert scale, each of which was
written to represent one of the ARCS four motivational categories: Attention, Relevance,
Confidence, and Satisfaction (see Table 1). Thirteen classes of Language Expression at
college freshman level filled out the questionnaire anonymously at the end of the 15-week
course, based on their overall impression of the course.
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3 Results

A factor analysis was conducted based on 157 responses, resulting in 5 factors. The
eigenvalues were 10.07, 2.67, 1.88, 1.75, and 1.47. We took a rotation method of VariMax,
and then reached an oblique solution. Factors were named as "Content Value",
"Confidence/Satisfaction", "Interest", "Fairness of Evaluation", and "Personal Control."
Table 1 shows the oblique solution reference structure. Many items written for the same
ARCS category were clustered in a same factor. However, the 5 factors did not match the
ARCS four categories perfectly: "Fairness of Evaluation" was independent from other
dimensions of C category. "Confidence/Satisfaction" contains items related to both C and
S. "Interest" consisted of both A and R items.

　

4 Discussion

The reason why the final factor structure did not perfectly match the ARCS categories
seemed that there were too many evaluation items which confused the students'
judgement. But, many items written for the same category were clustered in a same factor,
and it is suggested that the ARCS model has practical value as a selection scheme of
questionnaire items. To make a final version of the evaluation sheet, redundant items
should be deleted. Further research is needed to investigate how structure of students'
motivational reactions changes among other age groups and/or styles of instruction.

　

5 Conclusion

34-item course evaluation sheet was developed and its factor structure was analyzed with
157 responses. Many items were categorized as presumed ARCS classes, but not
perfectly. The data will be used to develop a refined version of the sheet.
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